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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 1 ] F. E. Browder and W. V. Petryshyn develop a generalized degree 
theory for A-proper mappings. This class of mappings i wider than com- 
pact perturbations of the identity, for which the classical Leray-Schauder 
degree is defined. Recently Werinski [S] defined a fixed point index for 
another class ofmappings, called A missible, which includes compact map- 
pings but does not include the class of A-proper mappings. In this paper 
we will define a topological degree for anew class ofmappings, which we 
denote A-compact mappings. We will prove that his class contains the 
classes of A-proper mappings and Admissible mappings. As an application 
we shall show some classical topological results for not necessarily 
A-proper mappings. 
2. NOTATION 
Through this paper X will be a Banach space. For any subset G of X, 
Cl(G) will denote the closure ofG, and bdry(G) the boundary of G. We 
consider the following classes of mappings: 
1. A(G) = {F: Cl(G) H X 1 F is A-proper and continuous} ( ee delini- 
tion in Cl]) 
2. K(G) = {C: CL(G) t+ X ( C is Compact}. 




DEFINMTON 1. Let r, = {X, P,, X, > be a projectionally complete 
Banach space (see definition, f r instance, in [4]), G an open bounded 
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subset ofX, T a mapping from Cl(G) into X such that P,T is continuous. 
We say that T is A-compact onCl(G) with respect tothe approximation 
scheme r,, if or any y E X, for any sequence { nj} of positive ntegers with 
ni H 00 and for any sequence { xnj}, x , EG n X,,,, satisfying 
lim P, TX, = y 
n,p m
there exists a ubsequence (x~,~} such that 
lim TX, = y. 
?k - m 
We will denote by A - K(G) the classes of A-compact mappings. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be an A-compact mapping from Cl(G) into X with 
respect tor,,. Suppose y$ Cl( T(bdry(G))). Then there exist 6 > 0 and n, E N 
such that for every n> n, one has 
IIP, T(x) -Pn(~)lla 6 
for every x E bdry( G) n X,. 
Proof: Suppose that this assertion isfalse. Then there exist 
y # Cl( T(bdry(G))), a sequence { nj} of positive ntegers, { ni>ti co, and a 
sequence (x,} where x,, Ebdry(G) n X”, such that 
IIP~,T(~,~,)-P,,,(Y)~~ +. 
I 
Since {P, y} H y we have (P, TX,} H y. Since T is A-compact there 
exists a ubsequence (x,} such that (TX,,,} t--t y, which is a contradiction, 
because y $Cl( T(bdry(G))). 
DEFINITION 2. Let r,, be a projectionally complete Banach space, G an 
open bounded subset ofX, TEA - K(G), and assume that y4 Cl(bdry(G)). 
We define 
ll(T,G,y)=(z~Z:z= lim (d(G,,P,,T,P,y)} and 
“, -co 
{nj} an increasing sequence ofpositive ntegers}, 
where G, = G n Xn, and d(G,, P, T, P,, y } is the classical Brouwer degree. 
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THEOREM 1. Let T be an A-compact mapping from Cl(G) into X with 
respect toI’,. Suppose that y# Cl(bdry(G)). Then: 
(1) D(G, T,y,#fa. 
(2) DC4 G, Y)= {I>. 
(3) Zf G1 and G2 are open subsets of G, G, n G2= @ and 
y # Cl( T(Cl(G - (G, uG,)))) one has 
where quality holds if either D(T, G,, y) or D(T, GZ, y) is a singleton. 
(4) Let H be a mapping from [0, I] x Cl(G) into X. Suppose that he 
following hypotheses are all satisfied: 
(a) H(t, .)EA-K(G) for every tE[O, I]; 
(b) for every E> 0, there xists 6 > 0 such that ItI - t,l < 6 implies 
lIH(t,, .)-H(t,,.)((<eforeveryx~Cl(G). Then D(H(t, -), G, y(t)) isinde- 
pendent oft, where y: [0, l] H X is continuous and y(t) 4Cl(H(t, bdry(G))). 
(5) Zf T(Cl(G)) is closed and D( T, G, y) # (0) there xists a point 
x E G such that 
T(x) = y. 
Proof (1) By Lemma 1 there xists no E N such that P,(y) &
P,T(bdry(G,)) for every n > n,. Hence d(P,T, G,, P,(y)) is well defined. 
If the sequence { d(P, T, G, P, y)> is bounded there exist m E 2 such that 
m E D( T, G, y). Otherwise there exists aninfinite subsequence converging 
to + co or - co. In this case, there exists IIE2, such that 
LENT, G, Y). 
(2) and (3) The proof runs in the same way as for A-proper 
mappings (see [1 ] ). 
(4) It suffices to show that 
There exists n,EN such that for every n>n,, 
d(P, H( t, e), G,, P,(y,)) is independent of t E[O, 11. (*) 
Using the homotopy property ofBrouwer degree we only prove 
there xists nO~ N, such that for every n> n,,, 
P,(y,) # P,H(t, bdry(G,)) for every t E [O, I]. 
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Suppose that his assertion f alse. Then there exist equences 
biL b,}, {L,>, x ,E bdry(Gn,), L,E CO, 11 
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such that 
ywnp xn,) = P,,(Ytn,). 
We can suppose t,,,w t,. Then 
up Y,, and P,(Y,,,) - Y,,. 
On the other hand 
lIR,Wr7p xn,) - P”,fmJT xn,)ll 
<cc(sup{lIH(t,,x)-H(t,,x)ll l-=CW ))
Since VW, 4.xECI~G~ is equiuniformly continuous, 
{c2,mz,~ xn,) = K,(Y’J I-+ Y,,. 
(1) 
if l(P,jl < ~1. 
(2) 
If Y,~ 4Cl(H(t,, bdry(G)) byLemma 1 there exists 6 >0, no EN such that 
for nj>n, 
llP,W,? x,, -K,(Y,,NI ’ 6. (3) 
Since (l), (2), and (3) can not be simultaneously satisfied we have that 
(*) holds. 
(5) If D( T, G, y) # (0) there exists a equence (n,} such that 
W, T, G,, Et, Y) Z 0. 
Hence there exists x,,, E G, such that P, TX, = P, y. 
Since TE A - K(G) there exists a ubsequence (ni,} such that 
L,, x,,~ ++Y 3 x~GnXn,~. 
Since T(Cl(G)) isclosed, y belongs toT(Cl(G)). Since y& T(bdry(G)) 
there exists x EG such that 
T(x) =y. 
In [5] Werinski studied a class of mappings, called A missible, for 
which afixed point index can be defined. We shall prove that his class i
contained in A- K(G). 
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DEFINITION 3 [S]. Let X be a Banach space and {Xn} a sequence of
oriented subspaces such that: 
(a) dim@‘,) = n for all nE N 
(b) xncxn+, 
(c) wJ,GhJ xn = 9 
The sequence {Xn} is called a filtration of X. 
DEFINITION 4 [S]. Let X be a Banach space with afiltration {X”}, and 
G an open bounded subset ofX. A continuous mapping T: Cl(G) H X is 
called A missible with respect to filtration {X,}, or shortly A-mapping, if 
lim sup d(f(x), X,) = 0, 
n-1 w XEG~ 
where G, = G n X, and the distance d(a, B) = inf,..{ [(a -bll }. 
We will denote by d(G) the set of all Admissible mappings. This et 
contains the mappings satisfying 7(X,) cX,. 
THEOREM 2. Let r,, be a projectionally complete Banach space, G an 
open ‘bounded subset of X. Then: 
(1) K(G)ud(G)uA(G)cA-K(G). 
(2) ZJTEA-K(G) and CEK(G) one has T+CEA-K(G). 
ProoJ: (1) It is clear from the definition that A(G)uK(G)c 
A - K(G). We will prove d(G) cA - K(G) 
Let Fed(G). By definition 
lim sup d(F(x), X ) = 0. 
*-a~ xoG. 
Hence, (i) for all E>O there exists no(E) such that for every n>n, and 
XEG, there exists Y(X)E X,, satisfying 
IF(x) - v(x)11 < ;. 
Let {xn} be a sequence bounded, x E G,, and P,F(x,) H y. By (i), there 
exist { x,} and { y(x,)}, y(x,) EXn, satisfying 
d(Wn,, Y(G,))) +
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(a) We claim that if {y(x,)} is convergent then F(x,,)} is
convergent. Indeed 
II@n,) - W,,)ll < IIF - Y(Xn,)ll + I Y(X,J - Y(X/rNl + IIY(Xn,) - %Jll 
<;+ IlY(XJ-Y(xn,N+$ 
(b) If (P,,,F(x,)} is convergent then {y(x,)} is convergent. I deed 
IlY(Xn,) - Y(Xn,)ll = II&, Y(&,) + cl,W,) + P,kwGJ - pn, Y(xn,)ll 
x x IlY(%,) - mn,H 
+ IIcl,&,,) - ~,,fIx,,)ll + LY Y(X,,) - mn,)ll 
<; + lIcI,~(q - ~nJ(XnJ + $. 
From (a) and (b) it follows that if (P,F(x,)) isconvergent then there exist 
{x,} such that {F(x,) is convergent. ThusFE A - K(G). 
(2) The proof runs in the same way as for A-proper mappings (see 
Cll). 
THEOREM 3. Let r, be a projectionally complete Banach space and let 
F: El-r E be a continuous operator satisfying (ii) for all bounded sequences 
{x,>, xn E xn> there xists lim, _m P,Fx, - Fx,. Then either for any E > 0 
the set {x E X : 11x - tFxI\ > E} is unbounded or these xists ix,,} such that 
lim,,+, x,---x,=0. 
In particular, condition (ii) issatisfied when T is a completely continuous 
operator T( X,) c X, . 
Proof It is easy to see that I- tFE A - K(G) for all tE [O, l] by condi- 
tion (ii). Ifthere exists E >0 such that {XE X : [Ix - tFxl( > E > is bounded 
then there xists B(0, r)= B, such that O$Cl((I- tF)(Fr(B?))) forall 
t E [0, 11. By homotopy property D(I, B,, 0) =D(I- F, B,, 0) and so 
OeCl((Z- F)(B,)). 
COROLLARY. Zf T satisfied condition (ii) inthe theorem and T is locallVy 
l-l and locally closed then for all open bounded G, T(G) is open. 
THEOREM 4. Let r,, be a projectionally complete Banach space and 
assume ‘that FE A - K(G), G an arbitrary open bounded subset, and that F
is coercive, IIF(x)l( H +co as (Ix(I +++oo. If there xists an open ball B
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and y,eB such that d(F;-‘(y,), X\B)>O and D(F, B, y,)# (0) then 
Cl(F(X)) = X. 
Proof: We shall prove that for all y1 E X there xists a ball B, such 
that D(F, B1 , JJ,) #O. If F is coercive then there xists B, such that 
y, + (1 - t) y, ~3 Cl(Fr(B,)). We can suppose that Bc B,. By homotopic 
property D(F, B,, yI) =D(F, B,, yo). As F-l@,) nB,\B= 0, we get 
DE B,, ~0) = D(F, B, yo) Z 0. 
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